
 

How To Guide:  
Prep Furniture and Wood for Stain & Finish 
100% Natural, built-in finish 

Scrape off any flaking or chipping finish or paint remaining on object and remove 
hardware, drawers, and doors. 

 If the furniture has a good finish left on it or if it has multiple layers of paint I begin 
with 80 grit sandpaper on my Dewalt palm sander and go at it.  Always sand with the grain 
of the wood (at least once you get to it and can see which direction that is).  

If it has a very dry finish that doesn't seem to be doing much protecting of the wood I 
start with 220 on my Mouse sander.  You can always move coarser in grit or more powerful 
with the tool if you need more power to remove what you are dealing with.   

You want to get all the way down to raw wood when you are refinishing a top or piece 
with Stain & Finish.  Sometimes bits of very light stain can be left behind and ‘covered’ with 
the new Stain & Finish you are about to use but I don’t recommend it unless you are really 
wanting to save time.  Sometimes what is left behind effects the new Stain & Finish just 
enough that it doesn’t look quite right and I end up going back and sanding more and re-
staining so I just take it down to raw wood in the first place. 

I always go over the piece with 220 grit sandpaper last before applying Stain & Finish. 

If you are using brand new wood (never stained or painted) and your project is made of 
pine or maple or a very soft wood you might want to consider using a wood conditioner 
before staining.  I have never had the need for it on a refinishing project but have absolutely 
used it on new wood projects as it helps the wood soak up the stain more evenly. 

You are now ready to STAIN 

For even more tips and instruction visit the How To Guides at Vintage Bette.  Reorder 
at vintagebette.com.  Email questions or comments to misty@vintagebette.com. 

Share your work on Facebook/vintagebette or on Instagram @vintagebette.
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